Hook

There's always a reason why violence happens, and together we can help stop those reasons. Everything has a reason.

Paragraph 2

I've seen a very shocking and painful gunning situation. It was a dark and steamy hot night. I was sitting by my window trying to catch a breeze against my skink but all I felt was warmth. All of a sudden I hear voices, as if they were walking and the voices got louder each time, it turns out it was my uncle and a couple of friends standing in front of my house. I saw my uncle walk safely up the front porch steps while his friend layed against a black Toyota waiting. As I watched I hear people yelling, "ahhh" "wooh" and some cursing. I assumed they were playing around. Out of nowhere all I hear is "bam bam bam" three loud gunshots. I ran towards the kitchen as my uncle ran out for his friend. Slowly I peeked out the window and heard yelling, crying, cursing! I was shocked to fact that my uncle friend had been shot right into a very private spot. I felt shocked, and sick for a minute. Then, I see bright shining light and a very annoyed nerve racking sound. It
Was the police and an ambulance. My mom called my name fiercely, and yelled "Stop being nosy, get out of the window, I walked away terrified, and stayed that way for a while, but good news this criminal was caught and the man that was shot is happy and alive, "OK".

3 Causes of these incidents by people are caused by mostly emotional problems. Stress is a major one, stress with family, losing family & being away from family, one or other things too. Stress can cause, depression, low self esteem, crave for m and crave for money. Also, many people commit crimes because of being bullied, to stop the bullying they may kill the person who is bullying them or take their anger out on an innocent person. Also, jealousy turns people like this, when a person has money and all they want, another person might feel jealous and rob or kill them for what they have.

4 Our community can help stop this. We can provide counseling. Places where they can express their feelings and make them feel wanted. Help criminals put their lives back in shape, have jobs and a person to help them.
In conclusion, most criminals continue violence because they have no support or motivation to push through life in a positive way.
For continuation, must continue next page.

Continued awareness assessment revealed
no evidence of deterioration to begin

nowhere. This is a positive example.